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A B S T R A C T

The craniofacial structure is three-dimensional, and for a better visualization of these structures, Computed
Tomography is often employed for diagnoses, even though being a high-cost procedure, leading to increased
exposure to ionizing radiation. As a consequence, studies in dosimetry are necessary, since several radiosensitive
structures are located in the head and neck, such as thyroid, crystalline and salivary glands. There is an overall
consensus regarding the exposure of pediatric patients to ionizing radiation, with recommendations being that
the procedures must occur with the shortest exposure time as possible, and it is only prescribed when they are
effectively necessary. During the procedures, radiation effects are difficult to be measured. The use of either TL
or OSL dosimeters can create artifacts within the images, and the positioning of a large number of dosimeters,
necessary for the correct dose evaluation, is not feasible when it comes to a pediatric patient. Therefore pediatric
virtual anthropomorphic phantoms and Monte Carlo simulations were used in this work. The absorbed and
effective doses were determined during an i-CAT procedure, with 5 different fields of view, utilizing 5- and 10-
year-old male virtual anthropomorphic phantoms. The results pointed out that the eye lens, salivary glands and
thyroid received the highest doses. Besides, the effective dose values increase with the increasing of the FOV size,
and the 5-year-old male virtual anthropomorphic phantom presented the highest effective dose values.

1. Introduction

Radiology is a major procedure mainly used for diagnostic concerns
within patients, such as trauma, fractures, and genetic malformations.
Conventional diagnostic radiology is performed through the use of io-
nizing radiation, being conventional X-rays, mammography and com-
puted tomography (CT) scans the most common examples. Among the
CT scans, there is one often used, the cone beam CT (CBCT), which was
originally created for angiography usage (Robb, 1982), but has its use
expanded for other areas, such as radiotherapy treatment planning (Cho
et al., 1995), mammography (Chen and Ning, 2002) and orthodontics
(Hatcher and Aboudara, 2004), a speciality of dentistry.

CBCT consists in acquiring images through the use of ionizing ra-
diation emitted by a centralized beam of X-rays, in a conical format,

generating two-dimensional images of the patient. The output has its
dimensions reconstructed through algorithms, providing a three-di-
mensional image. The use of CBCT in orthodontics is in constant growth
(Hatcher and Aboudara, 2004; Guerrero et al., 2006), since anatomical
analyses are possible (Vos et al., 2009).

CBCT provides images of high diagnostic quality, with radiation
doses lower than other CT scans (Mischkowski et al., 2007). Con-
sidering the mandible examination, the voxel size edge on an i-CAT
scanner is approximately between 0.12 and 0.4 mm, and for a con-
ventional CT method the voxel size edge is from 0.5 to 1.0mm (Torres
et al., 2010).

Given all its advantages, CBCT has a great acceptance in ortho-
dontics (Kapila et al., 2011; Guerrero et al., 2006). It produces three-
dimensional images of the facial skeleton and the dental arcade of
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patients. According to the results presented in the study of Vos et al.
(2009), 41% of maxillofacial surgeries, 29% of dentoalveolar pathology
diagnoses, 16% of orthodontic procedures and 11% of dental implant
plans, use CBCT. Such fact might have been influenced by an important
detrimental effect caused by CT scans. There have been several studies
(Schulze et al., 2004; Scaf et al., 1997; Dula et al., 1997) showing that it
delivers a radiation dose of about 2000 µSv to the patients, due to the
radiological examination of the maxillofacial region by conventional
CT. In opposition to that, after applying the CBCT method, there has
been a dose reduction from 76.2% to 98.5% as reported by Scarfe and
Farman (2008).

Therefore, this dose reduction in CBCT (Alkhader et al., 2010; Wall
et al., 2006), encouraged its use with pediatric patients. Some os these
usages includes: analysis in anatomically difficult sites; in lips and pa-
late clefts analyses, due to this more precise images, increasing surgery
and rehabilitation easiness of patients; as well as in impacted teeth
suspicion and supernumerary teeth (Dhillon and Kalra, 2013).

Although delivering relatively low doses, CBCT still deposits energy
through the diagnosis method. Therefore, when performed in children,
the risks are higher. The main explanation for that is because the tissue
and organs of children are more radiosensitive than of adults (Najjar
et al., 2013; Pierce and Preston, 2000; Huda et al., 1997; Hall and
Giaccia, 2006). In addition, the probability of cancer occurrence is
greater in children (Berdon, 1999), since their life span is considered
longer (Whaites, 2006), and thus more time for the cancer appearance.
This fact points the necessity of dosimetric studies with children
(Papadimitroulas et al., 2018).

The occurrence estimation of stochastic effects, such as carcino-
genesis, is proportional to an age-based multiplication factor. For ex-
ample, children under the age of 10 have a 3-degree factor, while in
adults at the ages ranging from 30 to 50 years corresponds to 0.5
(Smith-Bindman et al., 2009). Therefore, it can be inferred that the
difference in radiation sensitivity between children and adults is from 2
to 3 times greater for pediatric patients (Brenner et al., 2001). Given
this context, the CBCT for pediatric dentistry should be applied with
caution, and in either extremely necessary, or in non-routine situations
(Theodorakou et al., 2012). It is also important to consider that the
exposure of pediatric patients to ionizing radiation has to be as low as
possible (Theodorakou et al., 2012) to obtain acceptable images for
clinical use.

Theodorakou et al. (2012) studied the biological effects of radiation
due to CBCT in two groups: 5-year-old children and adolescents. The
evaluation consisted of getting the same radiation dose in both groups,
being only different with the amount of absorbed dose, because it de-
pends on the size and the shape of the patients. The researchers found
that the thyroid gland of the 5-year-old child's group, for example,
absorbed 4 times more dose than the adolescent ones. There have been
several studies relating CBCT in dental exams, using thermoluminescent
dosimeters (TLD) with phantoms (Okano et al., 2009; Ludlow and
Ivanovic, 2008; Ludlow et al., 2006; Tsiklakis et al., 2005; Roberts
et al., 2008). Even though not being comparable in many ways, such as
using different simulator objects (composed of several distinct mate-
rials), different TLD models, quantities and positioning schemes, such
results emphasized the protection against ionizing radiation, especially
for children (Okano et al., 2009; Ludlow and Ivanovic, 2008; Ludlow
et al., 2006; Tsiklakis et al., 2005; Roberts et al., 2008).

Studying the radiation-based diagnosis doses is important, once
getting the lowest risk with highest visualization potential must be the
target. Therefore, a different analysis is through the usage of the Monte
Carlo method (MC), which is a fundamental tool in calculating de-
posited energy and absorbed dose (Kramer et al., 1982). There are also
virtual tools such as the anthropomorphic phantoms, which can be
mathematical or voxel based (ICRP Publication 110, 2009; Cassola
et al., 2010a; Lima et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2010). Such virtual anthro-
pomorphic phantoms, representing the anatomy of the human body,
consider the different locations, like the pulmonary, adipose, soft and

bone tissues (Lima et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2010; Cassola et al., 2010b;
Norris et al., 2014).

The present study aims to evaluate the radiation doses in the CBCT
examinations in pediatric dentistry using the i-CAT scanner, in children
at the age of 5 and 10. Pediatric anthropomorphic phantoms (Lima
et al., 2011) were used, representing the characteristics of the tissues of
the children's maxillofacial region, as well as the Monte Carlo compu-
tational code (Pelowitz, 2011), to obtain the absorbed and effective
doses.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Cone beam computed tomography device

In this work the i-CAT CBCT classical equipment, manufactured by
Imaging Sciences International (2010) was employed in the simula-
tions. This equipment has 5 different fields of view (FOV) sizes (dia-
meter × height): 8 cm × 6 cm, 14 cm × 6 cm, 14 cm × 8 cm, 14 cm ×
13 cm, and 14 cm × 22 cm. During an examination the gantry rotates
360° around the patient, and the parameters utilized were: tube voltage
of 120 kV and anodic current of 5mA. The exam provides 215 two-
dimensional images, in a time of 40 s, for further 3D reconstruction.

2.2. Male pediatric virtual anthropomorphic phantoms

In order to perform a study of radiation doses under CBCT analysis
through i-CAT scanners, the present study used the mesh generation
virtual pediatric anthropomorphic phantoms (Lima et al., 2011), which
represents the anatomy and dimensions of the 5- and 10-year-old male
children, according to the International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP Publication 89, 2002). They were developed at the
Department of Nuclear Energy of the Federal University of Pernambuco
(Lima et al., 2011). The phantoms positioned on the i-CAT equipment
are presented in Fig. 1. The virtual pediatric anthropomorphic phan-
toms present the following characteristics:

5-year-old virtual anthropomorphic phantom: body mass of
19.13 kg, height of 1.09m, matrix (columns × lines × slices): 284 × 143
× 780 and voxel dimensions (mm3) of 1.4 × 1.4 × 1.4.

10-year-old virtual anthropomorphic phantom: body mass of
32.34 kg, height of 1.38m matrix (columns × lines × slices): 353 × 157
× 987 and voxel dimensions (mm3) of 1.4 × 1.4 × 1.4.

2.3. Monte Carlo simulation

The radiation dose calculations were performed through the
MCNPX radiation transport code that uses the Monte Carlo technique.

Fig. 1. (A) 5-year-old male virtual anthropomorphic phantom and (B) 10-year-
old male virtual anthropomorphic phantom positioned on the i-CAT equipment.
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This can be used in several transport modes: only neutron (mode n),
photon (mode p), electrons (mode e), combination of photons and
electrons (mode p, e), among others. The range of energies for photons
is 1 keV–100 GeV, and for electrons it is 1 keV to 1 GeV (Pelowitz,
2011).

The simulation validation of the CBCT equipment was carried out in
the work of Soares et al. (2019). In that work a new methodology was
developed to determine the doses in dental CBCT from air kerma
measurements. Based on this methodology, in the present work, the
absorbed and effective doses were determined.

In clinical practice, the CBCT procedures are performed with the X-
ray tube in continuous motion and, therefore, the irradiation positions
may be slightly different from those of the present work because the
MCNPX code is designed to simulate the radiation transport with a
static radioactive source. In this study a discrete set of 36 point sources
(located in 10° steps), was modeled to simulate the actual situation
during the exam. This limitation may introduce an additional

uncertainty to the results.
To keep the uncertainties in an acceptable range, 109 histories were

used in each simulated scenario. All simulations were performed using
computers with 16 GB of RAM and Intel® Core™ i7 (4 cores) and Intel®
Core™ i9 processors (10 cores), using the MCNP TASKS option. The
simulation time was approximately 48 h with the Intel® Core™ i9 pro-
cessor.

2.4. Determination of the absorbed and effective doses

The first step to determine the absorbed dose is to obtain a con-
version factor (CF), given in particles/mAs. The CF determination is
based in the work of Gu et al. (2009) and Stratis et al. (2016). More
details about the methodology employed for CF determination was
presented elsewhere ((Soares et al., 2019) and references therein). The
CF was obtained by equation (1).

Table 1
Absorbed and effective doses determined for a 5-year-old male pediatric virtual anthropomorphic phantom in an i-CAT exam, for several FOV sizes and a 120 kVp
tube voltage. Remainder Tissues are: Adrenals, Extratoracic region, Gall bladder, Heart, Kidneys, Lymphatic nodes, Muscle, Oral mucosa, Pancreas, Ovaries, Small
intestine, Spleen, Thymus and Uterus. The uncertainties are presented in parenthesis (in %).

Organs Absorbed doses (mGy) for different FOV sizes (cm× cm)

8× 6 14× 6 14× 8 14× 13 14× 22

Red bone-marrow 1.6E-01 (0.05) 2.4E-01 (0.04) 2.5E-01 (0.03) 2.6E-01 (0.03) 2.7E-01 (0.02)
Colon 3.2E-03 (1) 4.4E-03 (1) 4.3E-03 (1) 4.6E-03 (1) 6.8E-03 (0.4)
Lung 1.2E-01 (0.1) 1.6E-01 (0.1) 1.8E-01 (0.1) 2.6E-01 (0.06) 4.5E-01 (0.03)
Stomach 1.3E-02 (1) 1.9E-02 (1) 2.0E-02 (0.6) 2.3E-02 (0.4) 3.8E-02 (0.3)
Breast 6.2E-01 (0.2) 8.9E-01 (0.2) 1.1E+00 (0.1) 1.3E+00 (0.1) 1.1E+00 (0.1)
Remainder tissues 9.5E-03 (0.04) 1.4E-02 (0.03) 1.3E-02 (0.03) 1.3E-02 (0.02) 1.4E-02 (0.02)
Gonads 1.8E-03 (11) 2.0E-03 (10) 1.6E-03 (10) 1.2E-03 (9) 1.0E-03 (7)
Bladder 9.2E-04 (5) 1.1E-03 (4) 1.1E-03 (4) 1.1E-03 (3) 1.5E-03 (2)
Oesophagus 3.1E-01 (0.3) 4.2E-01 (0.3) 4.9E-01 (0.2) 6.3E-01 (0.1) 7.3E-01 (0.1)
Liver 2.1E-02 (0.4) 3.0E-02 (0.4) 3.2E-02 (0.3) 3.7E-02 (0.2) 6.1E-02 (0.1)
Thyroid 2.0E+00 (0.2) 2.5E+00 (0.2) 2.9E+00 (0.2) 3.2E+00 (0.1) 2.5E+00 (0.1)
Bone surface 2.4E-01 (1) 2.4E-01 (0.04) 2.5E-01 (0.03) 2.6E-01 (0.03) 2.7E-01 (0.02)
Brain 1.5E-01 (0.1) 2.2E-01 (0.1) 2.5E-01 (0.1) 3.8E-01 (0.05) 6.7E-01 (0.03)
Salivary glands 9.4E-01 (0.1) 1.2E+00 (0.1) 1.1E+00 (0.1) 8.1E-01 (0.05) 5.2E-01 (0.04)
Skin 1.8E-01 (0.04) 2.7E-01 (0.03) 2.7E-01 (0.03) 2.8E-01 (0.02) 2.8E-01 (0.02)
Eyes 1.3E-01 (1) 2.0E-01 (0.4) 2.3E-01 (0.4) 5.3E-01 (0.2) 1.1E+00 (0.1)
Eye Lens 1.1E-01 (2) 1.8E-01 (1) 2.0E-01 (1) 4.8E-01 (1) 1.1E+00 (0.3)
Effective dose (μSv) 218.7 (0.6) 297.1 (0.4) 336.4 (7) 394.9 (7) 376.7 (7)

Table 2
Absorbed and effective doses determined for a 10-year-old male pediatric virtual anthropomorphic phantom in an i-CAT exam, for several FOV sizes and a 120 kVp
tube voltage. Remainder Tissues are: Adrenals, Extratoracic region, Gall bladder, Heart, Kidneys, Lymphatic nodes, Muscle, Oral mucosa, Pancreas, Ovaries, Small
intestine, Spleen, Thymus and Uterus. The uncertainties are presented in parenthesis (in %).

Organs Absorbed doses (mGy) for different FOV sizes (cm× cm)

8× 6 14× 6 14× 8 14× 13 14× 22

Red bone-marrow 1.6E-02 (0.04) 2.4E-02 (0.04) 2.4E-02 (0.03) 2.5E-02 (0.02) 2.6E-02 (0.02)
Colon 1.5E-03 (2) 1.9E-03 (1) 1.8E-03 (1) 1.6E-03 (1) 2.0E-03 (1)
Lung 4.4E-02 (0.2) 6.5E-02 (0.2) 6.8E-02 (0.1) 8.3E-02 (0.1) 1.6E-01 (0.05)
Stomach 5.6E-03 (1) 7.9E-03 (1) 7.9E-03 (1) 8.2E-03 (1) 1.2E-02 (0.4)
Breast 4.2E-04 (0.2) 5.9E-04 (0.2) 6.7E-04 (0.2) 7.4E-04 (0) 6.0E-04 (0.1)
Remainder tissues 7.4E-02 (40) 1.1E-01 (35) 1.1E-01 (31) 9.9E-02 (26) 9.6E-02 (19)
Gonads 2.3E-03 (10) 2.3E-03 (10) 1.7E-03 (10) 1.2E-03 (9) 8.3E-04 (8)
Bladder 6.3E-04 (5) 7.1E-04 (5) 6.1E-04 (4) 5.0E-04 (4) 4.7E-04 (3)
Oesophagus 1.1E-01 (0.5) 1.6E-01 (0.4) 1.8E-01 (0.3) 3.0E-01 (0.2) 5.3E-01 (0.1)
Liver 8.4E-03 (1) 1.2E-02 (1) 1.2E-02 (0.4) 1.3E-02 (0.3) 1.7E-02 (0.2)
Thyroid 5.9E-01 (0.3) 7.6E-01 (0.3) 9.9E-01 (0.2) 1.9E+00 (0.1) 2.3E+00 (0.1)
Bone surface 1.4E-01 (13) 2.9E-03 (0.1) 2.9E-03 (0.04) 3.1E-03 (0.03) 3.3E-03 (0.03)
Brain 2.1E-01 (0.1) 3.0E-01 (0.1) 3.4E-01 (0.1) 4.7E-01 (0.1) 7.1E-01 (0.03)
Salivary glands 8.4E-01 (0.1) 1.2E+00 (0.1) 1.1E+00 (0.1) 8.2E-01 (0.04) 5.2E-01 (0.04)
Skin 1.2E-01 (0.04) 2.0E-01 (0.03) 2.0E-01 (0.02) 2.0E-01 (0.02) 1.9E-01 (0.02)
Eyes 1.8E-01 (0.4) 2.8E-01 (0.4) 3.5E-01 (0.3) 8.3E-01 (0.1) 1.2E+00 (0.1)
Eye Lens 6.6E+00 (0.4) 1.0E+01 (0.4) 1.3E+01 (0.3) 3.0E+01 (0.1) 4.3E+01 (0.1)
Effective dose (μSv) 58.9 (9) 79.3 (8) 88.7 (9) 128.9 (11) 165.5 (12)
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=
K

K
CF air,measured

MC,simulated per particle (1)

where Kair,measured is the air kerma measured experimentally, and
KMC,simulated per particle was determined by the Monte Carlo simulation, at
the same experimental conditions.

The second step was to determine the absorbed dose. This quantity
was obtained to tissues and organs of the pediatric virtual anthro-
pomorphic phantoms, using Equation (2) (Gu et al., 2009).

= × ×D D NCFabsorbed dose simulated (2)

where Dsimulated is the F6 tally value (in MeV/g/particle), and N=1
(number of equipment rotations during the image aquisition).

The third step was to determine the equivalent dose quantity (HT),
using Equation (3).

=H DT R absorbed dose (3)

where R is the radiation weighting factor (for X-rays it equals 1).
The last step was to determine the effective dose (E), according to

ICRP 110 (ICRP Publication 110, 2009) recommendation (Equation
(4)).

=E H
T

T T
(4)

where the T is the tissue weighting factor and HT is the equivalent dose
of the organs and tissues for the pediatric anthropomorphic phantoms.

3. Results and discussion

The absorbed and effective doses for the pediatric anthropomorphic
phantoms submitted to an i-CAT exam are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

The absorbed doses tend to grow with the field size, which is also
observed for the effective doses. This is mainly due to the scattered
radiation from the beam, or the fact that the greater field size will
encompass more organs than a smaller beam, up to a certain limit,
depending on the patient size. The organs with the highest absorbed
doses were: thyroid, salivary glands and eyes. This is related to the fact
that these organs are being irradiated with the primary radiation beam.
The organs with the lowest absorbed doses were: colon, gonads and
bladder. Since these organs are far from the region examined, and the
beam is collimated, only the scattered radiation reaches them.

In the work of Ludlow and Walker (2013) they concluded that the
effective dose results varied according to FOV and field localization.
The study was based on the comparison of children and adult anthro-
pomorphic phantoms, undergoing examinations of the i-CAT FLX con-
ical beam (Imaging Sciences, Hatfield, PA). OSL dosimeters were also
used for obtaining the doses. The maximum effective dose obtained was
120.1 μSv for the 16 cm × 13 cm FOV, in a 10-year-old child phantom.
This value is lower than the maximum effective dose (165.5 μSv) for the
14 cm × 22 cm FOV, obtained in the present work for the 10-year-old
phantom. The reasons for this difference are due to the different FOV
sizes and the anthropomorphic phantoms utilized. In the present work a
virtual phantom, and Monte Carlo simulation were utilized, while in the
work of Ludlow and Walker (2013), a physical phantom and experi-
mental measurements were employed. According to them, the effective
doses in the child phantoms were, on average, 36% higher than in the
adult phantom.

Theodorakou et al. (2012) utilized 10-year-old and adolescent
phantoms, with TLD to determine the effective doses during a cone
beam CT exam. The maximum effective dose value was 134 μSv for a
FOV of 16 cm × 13 cm, tube voltage of 120 kV, considering a Next
Generation i-CAT (i-CAT NG) equipment. This value is also lower than
the results of the present work, due mainly to the differences such as
FOV size, methodology and phantoms utilized.

In the work of Ludlow et al. (2015), they analyzed papers that
provided effective dose information on CBCT exams, considering dif-
ferent types of phantoms, methodology and CBCT units. They

considered 3 FOV sizes: small FOV (height up to 10 cm), medium FOV
(heights 10 - 15 cm) and large FOV (heights larger than15 cm). In their
research, they found children effective doses from any protocol, the
values ranged from 13 to 769 μSv for large or medium FOVs and
7–521 μSv for small FOVs. Comparing these results (Ludlow et al.,
2015) with the results of the present work, the effective dose values are
in agreement.

According to the effective dose results shown in Tables 1 and 2, it is
possible to observe that the highest effective dose values were obtained
for the 5-year-old pediatric virtual anthropomorphic phantom. This
phantom has smaller organs, with lower masses, than those from the
10-year-old phantom, leading an increase in the absorbed dose of the
organs and tissues.

A comparison with other studies on effective doses in pediatric
phantoms, submitted to i-CAT exams, utilizing Monte Carlo simulation,
was not possible, because there are no published studies utilizing this
methodology. All results found in the literature refer to experimental
measurements.

4. Conclusion

In this work the absorbed and effective doses were evaluated for the
5- and 10-year-old virtual anthropomorphic phantoms, during a CBCT
exam. For this purpose, these phantoms and an i-CAT equipment were
coupled to the MCNPX Monte Carlo code. The absorbed dose values
were the highest to organs closer to the primary X-rays beam, such as
eye lens, salivary glands and thyroid. The effective dose values increase
with the increase of the FOV size, as already presented in experimental
works found in the literature. The absorbed and effective doses sig-
nificantly varied depending on the age of the virtual phantom. The
highest effective dose values were obtained for the 5-year-old male
virtual anthropomorphic phantom, given its lower organ mass, when
compared to the 10-year-old phantom. It is also important to note that
the doses delivered to children are much more dangerous than those in
adults, since children are more radiosensitive. Specifically during CBCT
exams, the use of small or medium FOV sizes is a useful tool to provide
the lowest dose values, if they may be applied.
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